
WRITE A NAME IDENTITY POEM FOR PONYBOY

I'm writing a name poem for Ponyboy from the Outsiders for English and I'm completely drawing a blank! I need
sentences for each letter of his.

Though Johnny does not succeed in school, he approaches intellectual matters with steady concentration. Tim
and Dally respect each other, despite occasional conflicts. Tip: Look through the book to find your favorite
Ponyboy quotes or events. Marcia is a pretty, dark-haired Soc who befriends Two-Bit at the drive-in. He wears
his thick hair in a complicated arrangement of swirls. In the days preceding the rumble, Cherry becomes a spy
for the greasers. He has an elfin face and icy blue eyes and, unlike his friends, does not put grease in his
white-blond hair. Randy is a handsome Soc who eventually sees the futility of fighting. Like the other greaser
girls, Sandy appears in the text only when the boys mention her. How do these differences contribute to a
stronger family? Jot down those values and write a paragraph explaining why the two of you have a similar
identity. How might it have felt for S. See Folder for handout! Cherry is both offended and intrigued by her
encounter with Dally Winston at the drive-in. Bob has a set of three heavy rings, which he wears when he
fights greasers. We will hang these up in the room. Use PPT on computer! Marcia and Two-Bit share a sense
of humor and a taste for nonsensical musings. When you get yours back, rewrite it with marker on a poster,
and hang on wall. Darry repeatedly accuses Ponyboy of lacking common sense, but Ponyboy is a reliable and
observant narrator. But the events surrounding Bob's death cause Ponyboy to think more deeply about who he
wants to be, and his conversations with Johnny, Cherry, and Randy lead him to reflect on the path his life is
taking. Students will discuss why they chose this skit and why characters may have reacted in certain ways.
Students will discuss why they chose this skit and why characters may have reacted in certain ways. Influence
of each family in the skit?


